
Excellent last week. Good times and was really peaceful coming on early on Friday, as 
<Nicole> had mentioned. Work is going so absolutely well. Government is back up and 
running, but luckily that didn’t have an effect on our group. Still, things are going so well 
despite some annoying moments of, “goodness”. But it’s cool. Our tools had a revolution 
last week, and I believe we’re about to enter the final overhaul. It’s going to be legit. I 
know I’ve said this one hundred times before, but for reals. This may very well be the 
last major overhaul. This may also be the end of eval. MATLABers will understand this… 
coders [too], I suppose. But it is a major leap and will speed the process of analysis up 
and make it more efficient, legit, and so many other things. Can’t wait to implement. 
Many leaps and bound last week. One major setback, however. The wedding was really 
nice and was good times, good food, and good to see a bunch of people. There was a very 
attractive girl there who (I think) thought the same of me. I caught her looking over 
multiple times and I’m sure she caught me looking at her. She was so pretty, goodness 
gracious (see, another one). She looked like she could joke on herself as well/be goofy 
which only made her more attractive. We did run into one another a few times and even 
spoke for a quick second. The setback? For once, me! Me! How stupid I can be 
sometimes. I did not follow anything up. Not even after I nearly confirmed her being 
single and her looking over in my direction when they asked for single guys. (She could 
have been looking at someone else, but we were taking measures to talk to one another 
earlier). Why didn’t I just talk to her!? Why didn’t I do anything!? That girl (so pretty, 
short, red hair, glasses…) whom I’ll probably never see again was like… the first real 
legitimate opportunity at someone I was interested in/would have liked to ask out or 
something. That is the setback. Why did I do nothing!? I continue to ask myself and 
realize that Friday night was a time (in a very very long time) that I’ve regretted 
something. In this case, inaction. I would totally go back in time and change that, and I 
don’t wish to go back in time, ever. This sucks. Again, I’ll probably never see her again (I 
didn’t even get a name) but some social engineering may reveal her. Time will tell. If I 
run into her elsewhere, I’m going directly over to her… no matter what. Unless she’s 
with some guy or something, of course (which would be my luck and I would accept 
that).


